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University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, CanadaABSTRACT Despite stochastic variation in the molecular composition and morphology of individual smooth muscle and endo-
thelial cells, the membrane potential along intact microvessels is remarkably uniform. This is crucial for coordinated vasomotor
responses. To investigate how this electrical homogeneity arises, a virtual arteriole was developed that introduces variation in
the activities of ion-transport proteins between cells. By varying the level of heterogeneity and subpopulations of gap junctions
(GJs), the resulting simulations shows that GJs suppress electrical variation but can only reduce cytosolic [Ca2þ] variation. The
process of electrical smoothing, however, introduces an energetic cost due to permanent currents, one which is proportional to
the level of heterogeneity. This cost is particularly large when electrochemically different endothelial-cell and smooth-muscle-cell
layers are coupled. Collectively, we show that homocellular GJs in a passively open state are crucial for electrical uniformity
within the given cell layer, but homogenization may be limited by biophysical or energetic constraints. Owing to the ubiquitous
presence of ion transport-proteins and cell-cell heterogeneity in biological tissues, these findings generalize across most biolog-
ical fields.INTRODUCTIONCellular heterogeneity is ubiquitous in biological systems
(1–3) and hence, is also manifest in the microcirculation
(4–7). Individual vascular cells display phenotypic varia-
tions due to random events that range from stochastic
gene transcription to small fluctuations in the microenviron-
ment. Variability in different properties is routinely docu-
mented, e.g., in cellular morphology (3,6,8) or in the
activities of ion channels as measured from patch-clamp re-
cordings (Table 1) (data assembled 9–16). Both kinds of
variability generate differences in electrical properties be-
tween cells within a tissue. The membrane potential (Vm)
along the vascular wall, however, is observed to be remark-
ably uniform (17,18). Also, the passive conduction of elec-
trical signals along the vessel give rise to homogeneous
conducted vasomotor responses (5,19,20). The observed
variation in basic properties between individual cells on
the one hand, and the necessity for synchronized execution
of local and conducted vasomotor responses on the other
(20–22), raises the intriguing question of how electrical uni-
formity is achieved.
Vasomotor responses depend heavily on similar extents of
activation of voltage-gated Ca2þ channels (VGCC) between
SMCs. Coordination of activity is mediated by the electrical
coupling between neighboring cells which is facilitated by
gap junctions (GJs). GJs are hexameric pores of connexin
(Cx) protein (Cx subtypes 37, 40, 43, and 45 are found inSubmitted July 10, 2014, and accepted for publication September 30, 2014.
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0006-3495/14/11/2467/10 $2.00the vasculature) that, upon docking, allow for direct transfer
of ions and small molecules between neighboring cells (21).
GJs are highly expressed between endothelial cells (ECs),
whereas smooth muscle cells (SMCs) show less pronounced
Cx expression (4). Myoendothelial gap junctions (MEGJs)
that provide coupling between ECs and SMCs are heteroge-
neously expressed in different vascular beds (6), although,
in general, they are more prevalent in small arterioles (8).
We hypothesized that GJs could provide for passive currents
between heterogeneous cells that blur the electrochemical
differences that would otherwise arise in uncoupled cells.
At steady state, however, such passive currents are not
free in terms of Gibbs free energy (DGreac), i.e., we antici-
pate a cost in DGreac that depends on the level of heteroge-
neity in the system.
In this article, we employed a modeling approach to
examine the influence of GJ distributions on electrical
behavior in a heterogeneous cell population. We used
well-established computational models for the EC and
SMC (23–25). Specifically, we compared steady-state
values of Vm, [Ca
2þ], as well as energetic costs in arterioles
that contained the following types of heterogeneity:
1. Ion transport heterogeneity, for which the maximal activ-
ity of all ion channels, carriers, and pumps (hereafter
summarized as ion transporters) within each EC or
SMC was randomly selected from a normal distribution.
2. EC type heterogeneity; the Vm,rest of ECs is reported to be
relatively heterogeneous; both rather depolarized and hy-
perpolarized ECs have been found (7,25). Depending on
the Vm,rest of the SMC layer and the level of MEGJhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.09.036
TABLE 1 Estimated coefficients of variation in the literature
Ion channel c [%] Reference Ion channel c [%] Reference
L-VGCC
(Ba2þ)
26 Harraz and
Welsh (9)
KV 40 Zhong et al. (10)
L-VGCC
(Ca2þ)
120 Rubart et al. (11) BKCa 85 Cox et al. (12)
ClCa 45 Matchkov
et al. (13)
KIR 75 Robertson
et al. (14)
NSC 40 Hill et al. (15) KATP 25 Kleppisch and
Nelson (16)
Maximal conductances were calculated as gmax ¼ Imax/(Vm  Cm), where
Cm is cell capacitance. Variation coefficients were calculated as
c ¼ ﬃﬃﬃnp  SEðgmaxÞ=meanðgmaxÞ, where n is number of experiments and
mean and SE are the average and standard error of measurement, respec-
tively, of gmax. In each reference, values were estimated by visual inspection.
2468 Hald et al.coupling, small to large electrical differences between the
cell layers may therefore exist. To assess the functional
significance of such differences, arterioles were furnished
with either a K-type EC layer (predominantly Kþ-driven
Vm of ~65 mV) or a Cl-type EC layer (predominantly
Cl-driven Vm of ~30 mV).
3. Finally, heterogeneity in MEGJ distributions was intro-
duced by randomly scattering a given number of MEGJs
along the arteriole.
Our simulations show that passively open GJs are neces-
sary to homogenize Vm across the arteriole but they cannot
eliminate [Ca2þ] variation between cells. With MEGJ
coupling, the SMC layer is electrophysiologically domi-
nant but coupling is energetically expensive if large endog-
enous differences in Vm,rest is present between cell layers.
Heterogenous MEGJ distributions necessitate SMC-SMC
coupling to achieve homogeneity in Vm along the SMC
layer. In conclusion, GJs are instrumental for the electrical
homogeneity that is necessary for synchronous physiolog-
ical responses across heterogeneous cells in the vascular
wall.MATERIALS AND METHODS
A comprehensive model of a rat resistance arteriole with electrically sealed
ends was developed based on previously published electrophysiological
models (24,25). Morphology and diffusion was modeled as previously
described in Hald et al. (19,23). One layer of ECs is surrounded by one layer
of SMCs, oriented perpendicular to the ECs and to the vessel length axis.
The modeled vessel is 744-mm long with a diameter of 126 mm and consists
of 16  6 ECs (circumferential  axial) and 2  120 SMCs (Fig. 1). To
implement diffusion, each SMC and EC is divided into 8 and 20 segments,
respectively (see Section S3 in the Supporting Material). In this model,
MEGJ resistance was set to 900 MU per SMC. In the case of a nonuniform
MEGJ distribution, the MEGJ resistance was scaled to yield 900 MU per
SMC on average. EC-EC resistance was set to 3 MU and SMC-SMC resis-
tance was 90 MU (26–28). Gap junctional resistances were converted to
permeabilities (24) and these were identical for all ions (i.e., Kþ, Naþ,
Cl, and Ca2þ).
Heterogeneity was introduced as follows:
1. Ion transporter and cell volume heterogeneities were introduced by
modeling cells with different parameter values, using our previouslyBiophysical Journal 107(10) 2467–2476described modeling strategy (29). Current through every ion trans-
porter is modeled as I(v, p) ¼ amax , f(v, p), where v, p are variables
and parameters, respectively; amax is the maximal activity; and f(v, p)
is an expression that models the kinetics of activation/inactivation.
Thus, electrophysiological heterogeneity between cells can be
modeled by introduction of variation in amax between cells. Briefly,
the amax of all ion transporters in either the EC or SMC (Fig. 1 A
and see Table S1 in the Supporting Material) was drawn from relevant
normal distributions (Fig. 1 B), which had an average equal to the
value given in Hald et al. (19) and a standard deviation (SD) set to
k,amax, where k ˛ [0.0, 0.1, 0.2]. Heterogeneity in cell volumes was
introduced likewise. The particular sequence of numbers returned by
a pseudo-random number generator depends on the seed (see
Fig. 1). Therefore, every result obtained is the average of three runs
with different seeds.
2. For EC type heterogeneity, the previously published Cl-type EC model
(25) has a Vm,rest ~30 mV. To obtain a K-type EC (Vm,rest of
~60 mV), activity of the volume-regulated anion channel (VRAC)
was reduced by 90% and the KIR-model activity reduced by 30%,
yielding a Vm,rest of 65 mV. An endothelium consisting of 50:50 Cl
and K-types was also constructed by randomly assigning the individual
ECs as being of either type.
3. MEGJ heterogeneity was implemented by varying the number and posi-
tion of EC-SMC connections along the arteriole. The permeability of a
single MEGJ was scaled such that the total MEGJ permeability across
the arteriole was constant between simulations. In simulations without
MEGJ heterogeneity (uniform MEGJ distribution), every segment along
the vessel contains a single MEGJ. Each of the 240 SMCs consist of
eight segments. The 96 ECs consist of 20 segments each. Thus, the uni-
form MEGJ distribution has a total of 240  8 ¼ 96  20 ¼ 1920
MEGJs. With heterogeneity, either 230 or 100 MEGJs, respectively,
were distributed randomly between cells of the two layers, i.e., randomly
assigned to the 1920 available positions (this is equivalent to roughly 66
and 33%, respectively, of all SMCs harboring one or more MEGJ(s) (see
Table S2)). A steady state for each arteriole system was found using the
termination criteria described in the Supporting Material (i.e., in strict
terms, a pseudo-steady state was found for each system).
Energetic measures of ATPase activity and mean current density were
calculated as
ATPase ¼ INaK þ IPMCA; (1)
P IEC
 P ISMC
Idensity ¼ i i
NECCEC
þ i i
NSMCCSMC
; (2)
where I denotes the average current of all cells in the given cell layer (EC or
SMC). The ATP consumptions of the Na/K exchanger and the plasma-
membrane Ca2þexchanger (PMCA) are 1 mol of ATP per mole of charge
(2 Kþ and 3 Naþ are exchanged) moved and 1 mol of ATP per 2 mol of
charge (Ca2þ) moved, respectively. In Idensity, i denotes every ion transporter
in the cell layer, N is the number of cells in the cell layer, and C is the cell
capacitance, i.e., we sum up the numerical value of all currents in every cell
in the cell layer and divide this sum by the total capacitance of the layer.
Because Vm changes relatively little between simulations, the total Idensity
will reflect DGreac. The CVODE GM-RES solver (SUNDIALS; Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA) (30) was used to solve
the system of coupled ordinary differential equations with relative and ab-
solute tolerances of 104 and 109, respectively.Animal procedures and patch-clamp recordings
Animal procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee
at the University of Calgary. A single female Sprague-Dawley rat was
FIGURE 1 Model schematics. (A) Morphology and connectivity of a vessel consisting of an EC layer surrounded by one layer of SMCs (left); ion
channels, carriers, and pumps of each individual EC and SMC (right). (B) Implementation of heterogeneity in ion transporters between individual cells.
The normal maximal activity, amax, of an ion transporter, say PMCA, was set as mean and the SD was set to either 10 or 20% of the mean. A pseudo-
random number generator returns sequences of random values from the normal distribution depending on a seed. Seeds 1 and 2 display two hypothetical
sequences of five numbers drawn from the normal distribution (position of vertical bars represent values of g). Each of these values then represent amax of
PMCA in five individual cells that now are heterogeneous. (Solid curve) Smaller variation with k ¼ 10%; (dotted shaded line) Normal distribution with
k ¼ 20%.
Gap Junctions Homogenize Electrical Heterogeneity 2469euthanized by CO2 asphyxiation and the brain was removed and placed in
cold phosphate-buffered (pH 7.4) saline solution containing 138 mM NaCl,
3 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2 HPO4, 2 mM NaH2 PO4, 5 mM glucose, 0.1 mM
CaCl2, and 0.1 mM MgSO4. After careful dissection of the middle cerebral
artery and enzymatical isolation of SMCs, whole-cell currents were re-
corded using conventional patch-clamp as previously described in Anfino-
genova et al. (31). Briefly, borosilicate glass electrodes (Sutter Instruments,
Novato, CA), were backfilled with pipette solution: 110 mM Kþ-gluconate,
5 mM Na2ATP, 5 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 30 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2,
0.1 mM GTP, and 4 mM EGTA (pH 7.2, resistance from 5 to 8 MU). Only
spindle-shaped SMCs with high refraction were patched. GigaOhm seal and
plasma membrane rupture were achieved using negative pressure. A hold-
ing Vm of 50 mV was applied without pressure for at least 5 min in bath
solution: 120 mM NaCl, 3 mM NaHCO3, 1.2 mM KH2 PO4, 2 mMMgCl2,
10 mM Glucose, 4.2 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4).
Whole-cell currents from isolated SMCs were recorded by voltage-clamp-
ing in voltage steps (2 s) ranging from 80 to þ10 mV (10-mV intervals),
each step followed by a 3 s resting period at 50 mV.FIGURE 2 Electric current heterogeneity between individual SMCs.
Five SMCs isolated from the same middle cerebral artery were patch-
clamped in the whole-cell mode to 80 mV (lower curves) or 0 mV (upper
curves) for 2 s and the resulting currents were measured. Holding potential
was 50 mV (see inset for clamping protocol). (Solid) The mean current
density of the five measurements; (shaded) SD. Only at depolarized
potentials are the outward currents large enough to identify substantial
heterogeneity.RESULTS
Table 1 illustrates the variation found experimentally in
maximal activities of various ion channels across multiple
studies. Despite variation being produced by the enzymatic
isolation procedure, the relatively large SDs show that het-
erogeneity in ion channel activity is present between cells.
However, variation in total whole-cell current density might
be low if the expression pattern of individual ion transporter
is regulated, i.e., the activities of ion transporters show high
correlation. This is addressed in Fig. 2 showing the variation
in whole-cell currents of five individual SMCs obtained
from the same enzymatic isolation procedure of a single
rat middle cerebral artery. The high SD observed in the de-
polarized voltage region (where strong outward currents are
activated in the SMC) indicates that variation in whole-cell
current density between cells is the norm. We conclude that
ion transporters display significant (and not fully correlated)
heterogeneity in their activities between individual vascular
SMCs. However, the extents of true intrinsic differences andartifacts from isolation procedures are impossible to quan-
tify, hence the degrees of intrinsic cellular heterogeneity
introduced in the models were chosen to be moderate.Gap junctions eliminate variation in Vm and
reduce variation in [Ca2D]
Steady states of arteriolar segments that displayed
increasing levels of ion transporter heterogeneity (0, 10, or
20%) were studied in relation to variations in gap junctional
subpopulations, i.e., without any coupling (No), with only
homocellular GJ coupling (GJ), or with both GJ andBiophysical Journal 107(10) 2467–2476
2470 Hald et al.MEGJ coupling (GJ þ MEGJ). To evaluate differences in
endogenous Vm,rest of the EC and SMC layers (i.e., Vm dif-
ference between uncoupled layers) and how they affected
the electrophysiology of the arteriole, arterioles furnished
with either K-type ECs or Cl-type ECs were constructed
(electrochemical properties are summarized in Table S3).
Vm and [Ca
2þ] characteristics for all permutations are shown
in Fig. 3 (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material for a 50:50
Cl/K-type arteriole). Fig. 3, A and B, displays the variation
in Vm in arterioles with K-type ECs or Cl-type ECs, respec-
tively. Without coupling (No), significant variation is
observed as ion transporter heterogeneity is introduced.
However, GJ coupling readily homogenizes any Vm varia-
tion within a layer. With MEGJ coupling (900 MU per
SMC), the two different cell layers attain the same overall
Vm. Finally, despite a DVm of ~30 mV between the cell
layers before MEGJ coupling in the Cl-type arteriole
(Fig. 3 B), the SMC layer only depolarizes ~5 mV upon
MEGJ coupling, i.e., the electrophysiological activity ofA B
C
E F
D
Biophysical Journal 107(10) 2467–2476the SMC layer is dominating. As seen in Fig. 3 E, this ho-
mogenization of Vm through MEGJ coupling is produced
by a radial steady-state current in the arteriole.
The variation in cytosolic Ca2þ concentrations ([Ca2þ])
in SMCs is surprisingly high upon introduction of ion
transporter heterogeneity (Fig. 3, C and D, No coupling)
and is only slightly reduced with GJ or GJ þ MEGJ
coupling. The coefficients of variation (normalized varia-
tion) in [Kþ], [Cl], [Naþ], and [Ca2þ] between SMCs
at steady state in the K-type arteriole are shown in
Table 2 (the same trend is obtained for the Cl-type arteriole,
see Table S4). Note that ions present at low concentra-
tions show a large relative variation both with and with-
out coupling. This trend is due to the stoichiometric
constraints enforced by many ion transporters, e.g., the
3Naþ/2Kþ of the Na/K ATPase or the 1Ca2þ/2Naþ of the
NCX exchanger in combination with the numerical spread
in concentration of ions. The stoichiometric constraints
relay variation in species of high amounts to species ofFIGURE 3 Arteriolar Vm and [Ca
2þ] characteris-
tics at different levels of coupling and ion trans-
porter heterogeneity. Panels A and C represent
K-type models whereas panels B and D represent
Cl-type models, respectively. In each subfigure,
the nine columns represent systems with: no
coupling (No), only homocellular coupling (GJ),
and both GJ and myoendothelial coupling
(GJþMEGJ), permuted with ion transporter hetero-
geneities of 0, 10, or 20%. (A and B) Steady-state
Vm values of all cells. Where values vary, the
mean and SD are also shown. (C and D) Corre-
sponding variation in [Ca2þ]. (E) Current flows be-
tween cell layers with different resting membrane
potentials. Vm,rest is determined by ion transporters.
With no MEGJ coupling, the two cell layers may
have different Vm as indicated by amount of nega-
tive charges. With MEGJ coupling, the Vm values
of the two cell layers equilibrate at steady state
through radial currents. (F) [Ca2þ] variation in the
Cl-type arteriole without heterogeneity in Ca2þ-
carrying transporters, i.e., identical values of
maximal activity parameters described VGCC,
NCX, NSK, PMCA, SERCA, SOC, and ERleak
(see Table S1 in the Supporting Material) in every
cell of the same cell type. Heterogeneity of SD ¼
20% in the remaining Kþ-, Naþ-, and Cl-trans-
porters (see Table S1) induced electrochemical
variation between cells that permeates throughout
all variables. Without heterogeneity in Ca2þ-car-
rying transporters, however, [Ca2þ] variation is
smaller (compare with panels C and D).
TABLE 2 Coefficient of variation in ionic concentration at
steady state
c/mM
No GJ GJ þ MEGJ
0% 10% 20% 0% 10% 20% 0% 10% 20%
c[Kþ] (144) 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
c[Cl

] (65) 0 2 4 0 0 2 0 1 1
c[Naþ] (10) 0 8 15 0 5 8 0 4 6
c[Ca2þ] (0.070) 0 16 33 0 14 27 0 14 28
The coefficients are defined as cX ¼ sX/mX  100%, where and sX and mX
are the SD and mean, respectively, of ion [X] among SMCs in the K-type
arteriole. ‘‘No’’ refers to no coupling; ‘‘GJ’’ and ‘‘GJ þ MEGJ’’ refer to
types of coupling; ‘‘0%’’, ‘‘10%’’, and ‘‘20%’’ refer to heterogeneity levels
in the maximal ion transporter activities.
Gap Junctions Homogenize Electrical Heterogeneity 2471low amounts, e.g., from Kþ to Ca2þ (Fig. S2 shows that
coupling virtually eliminates [Kþ] variation). Despite a
clear smoothing effect of GJ coupling, the effect is not suf-
ficient to eliminate the variation in low-concentration spe-
cies that is induced by stoichiometry (compare columns of
Table 2).
To highlight that [Ca2þ] variation is not just a conse-
quence of heterogeneity in, e.g., VGCC or PMCA, etc., sim-
ulations without heterogeneity in any Ca2þ-permeable ion
channel, carrier, or pump were performed in the Cl-type
arteriole. Fig. 3 F shows that this situation again leads to
variation in [Ca2þ] inasmuch as variations in other electro-
lytes influence [Ca2þ] through the stoichiometric constraints
of ion exchangers and through the common electrochemical
variable, Vm.Energy consumption increase with
electrochemical cell-cell differences
Next, proxies for energetic consumption at steady state were
calculated. Fig. 4, A and B, shows the average ATP con-
sumption (gray and white bars) in the EC (gray bar) and
SMC (white bar) due to the Na/K ATPase and the PMCA
in both types of arterioles. With GJ coupling only, ionic
transporter heterogeneity does not affect overall consump-
tion. This is primarily a consequence of the normal distribu-
tion being symmetrical. Ionic transporter heterogeneity is,
however, evident as cell-to-cell variability (i.e., size of error
bar). MEGJ coupling, on the other hand, impacts ATP con-
sumption if the endogenous DVm,rest between the cell layers
is large. In that case (Fig. 4 B), a current flows at steady state
from the more positive layer to the more negative layer
(Fig. 3 E). This is a consequence of the steady-state
criterion,
dV
dt
¼ 
X
i
IPM;i=Cm ¼ 0;
where IPM,i denotes all currents across the plasma mem-
brane, and currents flowing through MEGJs.
When this criterion is fulfilled, currents between the
layers ultimately have to be compensated for by influx/efflux to/from the extracellular compartment. Although
ATP is the energetic currency of a cell, the actual energetic
expenditure is not accurately measured through the ATP
consumption by the Na/K ATPase and PMCA activities
alone. For example, the constant extracellular environment
(i.e., constant electrolyte concentrations) provides for
more or less constant driving forces across all ionic trans-
porters. The energy required to ensure a constant extracel-
lular medium is afforded elsewhere in the body. Thus, a
better, yet still approximate measure of Gibbs free energy
expenditure may be obtained by calculating the total flux
of current in the arteriole (normalized to the total capaci-
tance of each layer).
Fig. 4, C and D, shows that increasing the level of ionic
transporter heterogeneity indeed increases the total flux,
i.e., it increases jDGreac/tj (t is time), as expected. This in-
crease is due to gap junctional currents (almost no increase
is observed without coupling). A large increase in total cur-
rent flux is observed in the Cl-type arteriole (Fig. 4 D), due
to the large Vm,rest difference between the two cell layers.
The total current flux in this system increased ~75% relative
to the segments with no coupling (Fig. 4 D). The small Vm
difference of the K-type arteriole (Fig. 4 C) only increased
the total flux between 15 and 30%. The exact flux increase
depends on the Vm difference as well as the actual degree of
heterogeneity among cells. Despite differences in VRAC
and KIR activities leading to different Vm,rest for the two
EC types, the two systems do not deviate much in energy
consumption in the absence of MEGJs (GJ column,
Fig. 4, C and D).Nonuniform MEGJ distribution necessitates
SMC-SMC coupling
In contrast to homocellular GJs, MEGJs are not found in
every vascular cell but are nonuniformly distributed along
the vascular wall (6). Consequently, we varied the number
of MEGJs and inserted them randomly between particular
ECs and SMCs. The total MEGJ conductance in the arte-
riole, however, was the same in all simulations. For clarity,
only the Cl-type system was considered (similar results are
obtained in the K-type system). Fig. 5 shows Vm distribu-
tions at steady state of arterioles with or without homocellu-
lar GJs in the SMC layer (GJSMC) and containing different
MEGJ distributions, as follows: 1. A uniform MEGJ distri-
bution (i.e., 100% of SMCs connect to the EC layer),
2. Two-hundred-and-thirty MEGJs (i.e., 66% of randomly
chosen SMCs contained MEGJs), and 3. One-hundred
MEGJs (i.e., 33% of randomly chosen SMCs contained
MEGJs). With homocellular GJs in the SMC layer, no dif-
ferences in Vm are observed regardless of MEGJ distribution
(Fig. 5 A). To the contrary, without GJSMC (Fig. 5 B), vari-
ability appears in nonuniform MEGJ distributions and the
Vm of the two layers did not equilibrate. This highlights
that SMC-SMC coupling (although small) is crucial inBiophysical Journal 107(10) 2467–2476
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FIGURE 4 MEGJ permeability increases ener-
getic expenditure in vessels with dissimilar endog-
enous resting potentials. Similar systems as in
Fig. 3; however, panels A and B display the ATP
consumption (Na/K ATPase þ PMCA per cell)
whereas panels C and D display total current den-
sity (normalized sum of all currents) of the corre-
sponding arteriolar systems. Above each bar, the
relative increase compared to the first bar (dashed
gray line, i.e., no heterogeneity and no coupling)
is given. (A and B) Average ATP consumption in
an SMC (white) placed on top of the ATP con-
sumption in an EC (gray). (C and D) Total current
density is displayed.
2472 Hald et al.maintaining a uniform electrical background. However,
with all SMCs coupled to the EC layer (100%), GJSMC is un-
necessary for Vm equilibration because of the well-coupled
EC layer.A B
FIGURE 5 SMC-SMC coupling is critical to homogenize Vm in nonuni-
form MEGJ distributions. The distribution of Vm (y axis) in the EC layer
(grayD) and SMC layer (black7) were assessed in arterioles with different
MEGJ distributions corresponding to either 100% (uniform), 66%, or 33%
of the SMCs harboring one or more MEGJs and increasing levels of hetero-
geneity in ionic transporter activities (x axis). (A) With SMC-SMC coupling
(GJSMC). (B) Without GJSMC. Note that a homogeneous Vm in the SMC
layer with nonuniform MEGJ distributions are critically dependent on
GJSMC. Table S2 describes the MEGJ distributions in detail.DISCUSSION
In the microvasculature, observations of electrophysiolog-
ical heterogeneity is a rule rather than an exception
(4,7,32). This variation is evident in electrical activity of
SMCs (Fig. 2). Inasmuch as electrical uniformity is crucial
to execute coordinated vasomotor responses, this study in-
vestigates how this uniformity is achieved. Using a
modeling approach, both the level of intrinsic ionic trans-
porter variability between cells and cellular coupling can
be controlled. The simulations show that passively open ho-
mocellular gap junctions are crucial in maintaining a homo-
geneous electrical background within a heterogeneous cell
layer.
However, ions present at low concentrations (importantly
Ca2þ) show a large relative variation that cannot be homog-
enized completely by GJs. Connecting the cell layers via
MEGJs homogenize membrane potentials across the arte-
riole and drives the EC potential toward the Vm of the
SMC layer. This homogenization, however, is associated
with an energetic cost proportional with the electrochemical
differences between the layers. Taken together, the study
shows that gap junctions, in addition to being pathways
for intercellular communication, are essential in mitigatingBiophysical Journal 107(10) 2467–2476the electrochemical heterogeneity arising from heterogene-
ity found in multicellular systems (1–3).Electrical homogenization is crucial for
coordinated vasomotor responses
Single cells from the same tissue display heterogeneity in
cellular processes (2,3). However, various degrees of inter-
cellular coupling may modulate the electrical heterogeneity
observed between individual cells as shown in Fig. 3.
Gap Junctions Homogenize Electrical Heterogeneity 2473Subjecting maximal activities of ionic transporters to be
normally distributed with a relatively small SD (10 or
20% of the mean) produces cell-to-cell variability in vari-
ables such as Vm and ionic concentrations if cells are un-
coupled (see Fig. 3, A and B). Considering the limited
physiological range of membrane potentials in microvessels
(~15 to 20 mV (5)), even small differences in Vm of the in-
dividual SMCs would produce a variable background for
electrical events, most importantly in the activities of
voltage-gated ion channels and, in turn, this would lead to
variable tone along the vessel axis. Gap junctional coupling
is therefore crucial for homogenizing Vm (Fig. 3, A and B).
Note that even without MEGJs, the relatively low SMC-
SMC coupling (~90 MU) completely eliminates Vm differ-
ences in the SMC layer (Fig. 3, A and B), i.e., a relatively
low cell-cell coupling is sufficient for electrical homogeni-
zation (but not for long-range conduction of electrical sig-
nals (22,28)). Conversely, the predicted electrical variation
may be important to consider in relation to pharmacological
GJ inhibitors.Electrical coupling reduce but do not abolish
[Ca2D] variation
Heterogeneity in ion transporter activities may partly
explain the experimentally observed variability in [Ca2þ]
between vascular cells (32). The variability in [Ca2þ] is
reduced but not eliminated by GJ coupling nor by GJ þ
MEGJ coupling. This residual variability is a consequence
of the stoichiometric constraints of ionic transporters that
exchanges or transport ions of different concentrations.
Most charge within a cell is found as Kþ or Cl, whereas
[Ca2þ] is minuscule, e.g.,
QCa2þ

QKþz1:5  106:
Because a number of important ion exchangers, e.g., the
NCX and Na/K ATPase, transport ions in a specific stoichio-
metric ratio, the variation of the corresponding ions is corre-
lated to some extent. Moreover, heterogeneity in any ionic
transporter leads to some variation in [Kþ], [Cl] or
[Naþ] in millimolar ranges, whereas [Ca2þ] variation is in
the nanomolar range. Hence, during equilibration to steady
state, the variation in [Kþ], [Cl] or [Naþ] is transferred
nonlinearly to the much smaller [Ca2þ].
The permanent residual [Ca2þ] variation imply that
global stimuli perturbing the homogenized Vm of the arte-
riole impact the mean [Ca2þ]. Being a second-messenger,
[Ca2þ] is normally very low (~100 nM) and some variability
between cells is therefore likely to be insignificant. A depo-
larizing stimulus induce a high, but probably also rather
variable [Ca2þ]-level between SMCs whereas a hyperpola-
rizing stimulus decreases [Ca2þ]. This can only be coordi-
nated among cells if Vm is homogeneous. Therefore, as
opposed to variation in Vm, the residual [Ca
2þ]-variabilitydoes not preclude coordinated responses in the arteriole.
Note, any stimulus that produces a transient change in Vm
and/or [Ca2þ], e.g., by NO or IP3 release, cannot homoge-
nize these variables at steady state by definition.
Our model, however, predominantly describes electrical
properties of cells. The observed Ca2þ variation might be
offset (or even reduced) by downstream feedback mecha-
nisms on [Ca2þ] that are not captured by the model. In indi-
vidual cells, for instance, the contractile apparatus is heavily
dependent on Ca2þ-sensitization (which is independent
from electrical events). Small variations in force-generation
might be absorbed and capped by the elastic extracellular
matrix. Elasticity and nonuniform Ca2þ-sensitivity among
SMCs might thus be speculated to offset and thereby ho-
mogenize the mechanical response.Energy expenditure increase with heterogeneity
and MEGJ coupling
The Vm,rest of individual EC has been reported to be hetero-
geneous even within the same vascular bed (7). Both K- and
Cl-type ECs are reported in situ (with K-type ECs being
more prevalent in larger vessels) (33). Some studies even
report bimodal distributions of Vm,rest of both cultured ECs
and in vitro (34). The latter findings, however, conflict
with the prevalent view that the EC layer is electrically
well coupled. Along the same lines, high MEGJ perme-
ability should restrict the Vm difference between EC and
SMC layers. To investigate these controversies, we therefore
devised different types of models, depending on EC types:
only Cl-types or only K-types (Section S2.2 in the Support-
ing Material also considers a 50:50 split of K- and Cl-types).
With MEGJ coupling, the homogenizing effect is evident.
Irrespective of EC-type, the endogenous differences in
Vm,rest of cells within the arteriole are homogenized. Elec-
trophysiologically, the EC layer is dominated by the SMC
layer(s), i.e., MEGJ coupling produce marked changes in
the Vm (and [Ca
2þ]) of ECs compared to SMCs (see Fig. 3
A). This agrees with SMCs being larger, more numerous,
and electrophysiologically excitable compared to the under-
lying ECs.
MEGJ coupling, however, increase energy expenditure,
particularly in the presence of a large difference in endoge-
nous Vm,rest between cell layers. An ~80% increase in total
current flux and ~25% increase in ATP consumption were
calculated for the Cl-type arteriole (Fig. 4, B and D). This
is substantial because the energetic expenditure attributed
to the NaK exchanger is ~10% in muscle cells (35).The in-
crease in expenditure is due to the directed flow of current
from one layer to the other. Ion transporter heterogeneity
in itself also causes increased energy expenditure (provided
that cells are coupled), but this is only reflected in the total
current flux. In this latter case, however, the expenditure is
small because the gap junctional currents flow within a layer
of similar electrophysiology.Biophysical Journal 107(10) 2467–2476
2474 Hald et al.Fig. 3, A and B, indicates that the electrophysiological
dominance of the SMC layer reduces the significance of
the particular type of EC (provided that MEGJ coupling
is sufficiently high). Yet, the energetic consequences are
considerable. Consequently, it seems energetically costly
but of physiologically limited significance to have large
electrophysiological differences between coupled cell
layers. In other words, why expend energy if no change is
seen? For a vessel with MEGJ coupling, it could therefore
be speculated that the endothelium adapts its ionic trans-
porter composition to match the Vm,rest of the dominant
SMC layer. A matching Vm between ECs and SMCs is found
in a number of studies (18,33) but is contradictory to other
findings (7), where microvascular ECs were depolarized
compared to SMCs. However, the latter studies were per-
formed either in cultured cells or in coronary ECs, where
MEGJs are absent. The pronounced presence of caveolae
and other vesicles along the EC membrane may suggest a
capacity for modulation of EC ionic transporter composi-
tion. Along the same line, we show in Fig. S1 that an
arteriole consisting of 50:50 Cl and K-type ECs also
homogenizes in terms of Vm because of the presence of ho-
mocellular GJs, suggesting that large differences in electro-
physiology within the EC layer are unlikely.
With constant extracellular ionic concentrations and both
electrical and [Kþ] variability being countered by homoge-
nizing Kþ and Cl currents through GJs, the electrochemi-
cal gradient overcome by the Na/K ATPase, and thus its ATP
consumption, remains fairly constant. However, with MEGJ
coupling of cell layers of different electrophysiological
properties, the movement of current is directed from the
EC layer to the SMC layer (Fig. 3 E). The continuous
influx/efflux of ions to cells of opposite cell type perturbs
ion transporter activities. Consequently, this leads to
changes in ATP consumption as seen in Fig. 4 B, but not
in Fig. 3 A, where the electrical differences are small.
Although highly speculative, the increase in ATP consump-
tion by the Na/K ATPase (or the activity of some other spe-
cific ionic transporter, see Fig. 4 D) might be a sensor of
electric differences between cell layers, i.e., as the myoen-
dothelial connection develops, the activity of ionic trans-
porters changes. This could provide for an adaptation
mechanism, whereby the cell layers can adapt their electro-
chemical properties to each other to decrease the energetic
futility associated with electrochemical differences between
coupled cell layers.Heterogeneity across vessels and species
The basic mechanisms for vascular tone regulation are uni-
versal across vascular beds and between vertebrates. Yet, the
relative contributions of these mechanisms (e.g., myogenic
reactivity, shear stress, Ca2þ- and O2-sensitivity, etc.) as
well as mechanical properties differ between vascular
beds. The differences are reflected in the particular electro-Biophysical Journal 107(10) 2467–2476physiology of a specific arteriole. For instance, arterioles of
mesentery, mouse cremaster, or guinea-pig submucosa have
Vm,rest of 51.75 1.6 mV (n ¼ 7), 275 1 mV (n ¼ 13),
and 74 5 1 mV (n ¼ 17), respectively (5,36,37). The
Vm,rest and ion concentrations are variables that ultimately
depend on the ion transporter furnishing of the specific tis-
sue (i.e., our model is specific to rat mesentery). Thus, any
(uncorrelated) variation in ion transporter activities will
give rise to electrical variation between uncoupled cells,
but is eliminated by open GJs, irrespective of the Vm,rest.
In other words, GJs in a passively open state is likely a gen-
eral requirement for electrical homogeneity in all electri-
cally active tissues of coupled cells, including the heart,
kidney, pancreas, etc. Moreover, the relatively large varia-
tion in [Ca2þ] is plausibly a general phenomenon because
most cells display a large ratio between the major electro-
lytes ([Kþ], [Cl] or [Naþ]) and [Ca2þ] in the cytosol as
well as expression of exchangers, e.g., the NCX. Depending
on the specific stoichiometric constraints and the ratio be-
tween concentrations, the effect may change somewhat be-
tween tissues.
General model limitations are described in Hald et al.
(19), Kapela et al. (24), and Silva et al. (25), but limitations
of our particular study include the following:
1. No hard data exist on differences in maximal activity be-
tween individual cells. However, patch-clamp experi-
ments often show considerable variation as grossly
estimated in Table 1 and Fig. 2. Although the SD esti-
mate is >20%, some experimental variability may also
come from other sources. Thus, we chose two relatively
low, yet illustrative, levels of ionic transporter heteroge-
neity in our simulations.
2. The models are electrical in nature and do not account for
biochemical pathways or other kinds of signaling be-
tween the cell layers.
3. The steady-state criterion (see Section S1.3 in the Sup-
porting Material) does not ensure a true steady state, in-
asmuch as a very slow-moving, pseudo-steady state also
fulfills the criterion. However, the pseudo-steady state is
arguably a reasonable approximation to the physiolog-
ical system inasmuch as real systems never relax long
enough to reach steady state.
4. We choose normal distributions to account for random-
ness in maximal conductances. This might not be the
relevant distribution in all cases. Notably, right-skewed
distribution might be more realistic for proteins ex-
pressed in low quantities. Also, parameters were drawn
from normal distribution with no correlations. This is
probably not the case in living systems. Expression of
ion transporters within a single cell is likely to be corre-
lated due to, e.g., expression patterns or cell size. This
might reduce overall variability.
5. The study considers the effect of gap junctional coupling
with constant overall conductance. Very few quantitative
Gap Junctions Homogenize Electrical Heterogeneity 2475studies on GJ or MEGJ conductance are available
(26,27). The limited availability of experimental mea-
surements is a general weakness of the understanding
of electrical communication in the microcirculation as
such. However, elimination of Vm-differences due to
gap junctional coupling seems robust inasmuch as full
homogenization is observed in the poorly coupled
SMC layer without MEGJ coupling.
6. The EC model used in this study (25) is not validated to
the same degree as the SMC model and shows a rather
high sensitivity to ionic transporter heterogeneity. To
produce the K-type EC, we changed VRAC and KIR con-
ductances as suggested in Nilius et al. (7). However, this
is just one way of achieving the reduction in Vm,rest char-
acteristic of the K-type EC.
7. The isolation of single cells for patch-clamp by enzy-
matic dissociation and trituration invariably incur dam-
age, and is likely to account for a significant part of the
observed variability.CONCLUSIONS
Passively open gap junctions have an important role in ho-
mogenizing Vm across the arteriole. We believe that this is
critical for the execution of consistent vasomotor responses.
Intercellular coupling also reduce variation in ionic con-
centrations induced by differences in ionic transporter
activities. Relative variation is inversely related to the con-
centration of the relevant ion. This partly explains the
[Ca2þ] variability observed between cells (32). In turn,
this suggests a role for local voltage-independent mecha-
nisms in homogenizing the mechanical output. We show
that the SMC layer dominates the EC layer electrophysio-
logically. Thus, MEGJ coupling results in similar membrane
potentials of the cell layers despite differences in Vm,rest be-
tween the uncoupled cell layers and produces energy expen-
diture by moving current between the cell layers.
Consequently, coupled cell layers in the microcirculation
are most likely fairly similar in terms of endogenous electro-
chemical characteristics. This could also suggest the exis-
tence of an adaptation mechanism, most likely in the
endothelium, to match the Vm of opposing cell layers.
Finally, we show that nonuniform MEGJ distributions in
the microvasculature necessitates SMC-SMC coupling to
homogenize Vm along the SMC layer.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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